What Kills A Bull Market?
Not a week goes by when I do not field questions about what direction the market is heading.
“The media pronounces that tomorrow at 9:30 sharp the market is going to crash.”
“The market is going down because of the presidential job approval”.
“The market is toast because of BREXIT.”
“The market is going to bust because of the stars aligned and it is the Age of the Aquarius.”
The only reliable indicator that I have followed over the years is tracking quarterly GDP numbers. As you know,
GDP stands for Gross Domestic Product. And this number really gives us a feel what really is going on in the
economy. Positive numbers are good. Negative numbers are bad. Bull markets do not die of old age, but
rather of recessions. And recessions are normally cause by negative or long-term weakening of GDP quarterly
numbers.
Check out this chart out below:

[1.] https://www.advisorperspectives.com/dshort/updates/2017/09/22/recessionalert-weekly-leading-index-update

The solid line is a measure of quarterly GDP numbers. The grey area represents recessions. The solid blue line
represents the GDP numbers starting to trend down in 1999-2000 and the stock market dropped - BOOM, we
were in a recession. Same thing happened in 2007-2008. The GDP numbers started trending down, the market
went down, and then we experienced The Great Recession.

This second chart I included below is a little easier to read than the first. It’s a diagram that shows quarterly
numbers from 2007-2016. As you can see, at the start of 2008, we started experiencing negative GDP numbers
– BOOM, a bear market happened and the great recession hit. The quarterly GDP numbers are published- wait
for it- quarterly. The last quarter was 3.01%. And according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, in the last 14
quarters, we have had only one negative quarter.

[2.] https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/gdp-growth-annual

While it might seem more valid to try and link the market movement with the presidential job approval,
doomsday talk, and/or the alignment of the starts, I have found that this indicator is much more reliable as
well as published. You can find it on the web in multiple places -just type in the words Quarterly US GDP
Numbers.
Sincerely,
John Romano, CFP®
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